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Last night, a stronghold at the edge of
Rome was robbed. This particular
stronghold held items that were from
the fallen Greeks. There wasn’t much in
the stronghold except weapons. The
guards were confused as why someone
would steal weapons, because Rome
had so many. Apparently that’s what
everyone thought. Because only V
guards were posted. The guards were
interviewed. They all answered the
same. They said, “ He was like a
ghost.”

When the guards realized what was
happening, the thief held fled. Although,
they were confused on why the thief was
there. After the burglary, the guards
took an inventory. They were baffled.
The thief stole --- Greek fire! All of the
other weapons were untouched. Now,
the guards and other are on the lookout
for the the Greek Fire Latro* . Who
knows? He might strike again.

Tempus Heroicum
“THE EPIC TIMES”

An image of the stronghold that was robbed 

STRONGHOLD AT THE EDGE OF ROME HAS BEEN ROBBED!

Latro* = bandit
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A weak slave named Brutus was fighting
the Great Remus in the training yard.
Of course Remus is pounding Brutus into
dust. Remus threw Brutus to the ground
and started to walk away. He was
muttering to himself, “Puny slave.”
When
Brutus heard this he rose and said to
Remus,“I challenge you to a fight!”
Remus replied saying, “See you there.”
Brutus had made the biggest mistake of
his life. He was going into a suicide
brawl.

Now, you wouldn't expect a little
challenge to be a being deal. Right? But,
This was a challenge to fight Remus, a
fan favorite. He was even admired by
Emperor Trajan. So, Emperor Trajan
decided to host the fight at the
Colosseum. All the citizens wanted to be
there. It was going to be a fight talked
about for a long time.

GLADIATORIAL GOODS

WEAK SLAVE     

CHALLENGES

THE GREAT REMUS
REMUS GETS SOME LOVE!

Remus knocking out an opponent
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The day of the fight in the Colosseum all the
citizens that could be there. It was the most
attend gladiatorial fight ever. Remus entered the
Colosseum andmet roars of cheers from the
crowd. The crowd was ready for blood. Brutus
hesitated as he entered the Colosseum. The
Spectators could smell the fear. Emperor
Trajan rose his hand, and the fight commenced.
Remus charged. But as soon as he made contact
He was thrown back. He was hit, -- with Greek
Fire! After the silence the crowd erupted in cheers
, they didn’t fully realized what had happened. In
the midst of the cheering, Brutus fled.

That’s right! Brutus is
Greek! He was the one
who robbed the
stronghold at the edge
of Rome. We now know
why the Greek fire was
stolen. The thief had to
go with what he knew.
Brutus’ inmate was
interviewed. He said, “
Brutus was going crazy
about the fight!”

THESE BE FIGHTN’ WORDS

FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT! HE DID WHAT!

Brutus, the Greek ( the Greek Fire Latro )



OVER M COPIES SOLD!

So why don’t you get a “ Tempus Heroicum “ for the juiciest       
news in Rome!

We have pop-up stands all over the city!

“Tempus Heroicum “ is loved by all the

citizens of Rome. Both patricians and

plebeians can afford our newspaper. The

business is skyrocketing so much all the

Senators are fans. Well, they all agreed to the

death of Caesar so this choice was easy. We

interviewed some random citizens and they all

agree that “ Tempus Heroicum “ is the best

newspaper out there.

Want The Best, Get The Best!

Images of our newspaper
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